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In search of the spatial dimensions of 
reproduced sound: 
Verbal Protocol Analysis and Cluster 
Analysis of scaled verbal descriptors 
Jan Berg* and Francis Rumsey** 
*School of Mu sic in Piteh, Luleh University of Technology, Sweden 
**Institute of Sound and Recording, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK 
When assessing the spatial performance of a sound reproducing system, a 
knowledge of the dimensions forming the perceived spatial impression is 
important. In this search, methods from the behavioural sciences have to be 
considered. The analysis of an earlier experiment, inspired by aspects of the 
Repertory Grid Technique, focusing on finding common patterns among a group 
of subjects, is described. 
1. Introduction 
Several attempts have been made to assess different aspects of a sound system’s 
performance. These could roughly be divided into two categories: ‘objective’ and 
‘subjective’, where objective assessment often is related to parameters measurable by 
some (electrical) instrument, whereas subjective assessment is used for describing 
methods where human subjects are used for detecting and quantifying some 
properties of interest. 
The increased use of sound systems comprising more than two channels has given 
a vast number of possibilities for (among others) producers, editors and consumers to 
create and/or alter the sound image finally reproduced at the consumer’s end of the 
chain. It is known that this sound image is able to give the listener an improved 
feeling of presence and more directional cues. One of the important properties of a 
multi-channel sound system is the spatial impression created by the system, i e how 
the system deals with the three-dimensional character of the sound sources and their 
environment. 
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In order to assess the spatial performance of a sound system it is important to 
know the dimensions of this conception. If an ‘objective’ instrument for measuring 
spatial performance is constructed, it has to be correlated to human perception to 
ensure the instrument’s validity. The problem is to find the perceived dimensions of 
spatial sound and to scale them. Since human perception is the scope of the 
behavioural sciences, those research methods must be considered. It is well known 
from psychology that certain variables or dimensions can not be observed directly, 
which has resulted in techniques for extracting underlying dimensions or latent 
variables. [l] 
One of these methods is the Repertory Grid Technique (RGT) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 
which is a tool for eliciting information from the subject by letting the subject use 
his/her own vocabulary to describe the characteristics of a number of objects and in a 
structured way collect these characteristics. After the elicitation process the subject is 
asked to, for each object, grade the characteristics elicited. 
The idea of designing an experiment inspired by elements of the RGT in sound 
experiments is to elicit the characteristics of sounds played to the subject, to obtain as 
many attributes, in the form of bi-polar constructs, as the subject can discern during 
the experiment. After the elicitation process, a grading process takes place where the 
subject grades the stimuli on the bi-polar constructs. An important aspect of this 
variant of the RGT is that the subject is not supplied with attributes by the researcher. 
The subject uses his/her own set of adjectives, possessing a known meaning for the 
subject. 
This paper focuses on the analysis of a previous experiment, described in [7] and 
[S], where some ideas from the repertory grid technique are employed. Special 
attention is given to the correlation between different subjects’ results by using Verbal 
Protocol Analysis and Cluster Analysis to detect the underlying dimensionality in the 
data. 
Verbal protocol analysis is used to discriminate between descriptive and 
attitudinal attributes, thus exposing the expressions of interest. Cluster analysis is 
used for grouping together variables (the bi-polar constructs) containg similar 
numerical data (the grades). The latter form of analysis is commonly used in the 
repertory grid technique when comparing the constructs of one subject. In [8] the 
authors suggested that a comparision between different subjects’ constructs, i e 
treating all constructs elicited from all subjects as one data set. The assumption for 
grouping different subjects’ constructs is that variables containing similar numerical 
pattern indicates similarity of the variables themselves. The validity of such an 
assumption is likely to increase when the number of stimuli, and thereby the number 
of grades given, increases. 
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2. Method 
This experiment was first published in [7], where information on recording tech- 
niques and more details of the experiment design can be found. In this section a 
summary of the experiment will be given. The experiment and the analysis contains 
the following parts: 
0 elicitation of constructs 
l rating of the stimuli on the elicited constructs 
l verbal protocol analysis 
l cluster analysis 
The two last steps have not been described in previous papers. 
2.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE EXPERIMENT 
An important task is to find what people perceive in the context of spatial features of 
different modes of reproduced sound. The authors’ approach to this is to attempt to 
involve subjects in the definition of constructs or attributes related to the domain of 
interest, in order to assist in generating suitable scales or questions for use in 
subjective testing. A method, which has lack of observer bias as one of its main 
features, is desirable. Hence the motives for applying parts from the repertory grid 
technique in the search for spatial attributes: unknown variables and m inimally biased 
subjects. To m inimise the risk of putting semantic constraints on the subjects, all 
communication with the subjects during the experiment was conducted in Swedish, 
since it was their native tongue. 
2.7.1 Subjects 
A total of 18 subjects participated in the experiment. Ten of them were audio 
engineering students and eight were music or media students. One from each group 
did not complete the whole grading sequence and was therefore excluded from the 
analysis, giving a total of 16 complete data sets. The subject group can be considered 
as more ‘expert listeners’ than the average of the population, regarding both listening 
habits and the fact that they are studying sound/music/media, and are likely to reflect 
more on what they perceive. 
2.1.2 Sound stimuli 
In the authors’ experience, comparison between reproduction techniques using 
different number of reproduced channels gives different sensations of spatial 
impression, e g a change from mono to 2-channel stereo, or from 2-channel stereo to a 
format with more than two channels. Since the purpose of this experiment was to 
generate constructs relevant to spatial properties of the sound field, an approach 
comprising different numbers of reproduced channels was chosen. Recordings were 
made of six different programmes (sound sources), each with variation in either 
different m icrophone arrangement or electronic processing. 
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The recordings were reproduced through a five-channel system in various modes. 
Each programme was thus presented to the subject in three versions. Only one subject 
at a time was present in the listening room. The programme types were chosen to re- 
flect a variety of sounds likely to have been experienced by the subjects. The sound 
sources were a (male) speaker, a solo saxophone, a forest environment, a symphony 
orchestra, a big band and a pop artist. The idea was to have three samples of the same 
piece of sound; each recorded or reproduced differently. The recording techniques 
comprised coincident and spaced m icrophones, as well as artificial reverb in one case. 
The recordings were played back on a DA-88 machine through five Genelec 
1030A loudspeakers connected directly to the DA-88, figure 1. The speaker 
placement is seen in figure 2. 
As previously mentioned, different number of channels were used for reproduc- 
tion. The actual number of channels and which source transducer fed which speaker 
can be seen in figure 3. The relative level between the three different versions of the 
programme were aligned before being transferred to tape, and later verified in the 
listening room, by measuring the equivalent continuous sound level (A-weighted), 
Leq(A) during the ten first seconds of the sound reproduced. The difference was 
within 2 dB. The level between the different programmes was only adjusted ‘by ear’ 
before they were put onto the tape, since no comparison between programmes was in- 
tended during the elicitation process. 
2.2 ELICITATION PROCESS 
The six programmes, each existing in three versions, formed six triads for the elici- 
tation process as discussed in section 3.3. The three versions of a programme, called 
A, B and C, were all from the same piece of the programme and equal in duration. 
They were played in sequence with a short pause (approx 2 s) between them. Two 
different sequences were used in order to distribute systematic errors. 
The subjects were told that they were going to listen for differences and similari- 
ties between different sounds played to them. They were encouraged to use their own 
words or phrases for what they perceived and were furthermore instructed to try to 
find which of the three versions they perceived differed most from the other two and 
in which way it differed. When the subject had indicated a difference and described it 
the subject was asked in which way the other two were alike, or, if it was too cumber- 
some for the subject due to e g perceived differences between the other two, to 
describe an opposite of the first difference. Since the purpose of this process was to 
elicit constructs, all perceived differences, even those noted between the versions that 
had greatest similarity, were taken down, in order not to lose any constructs. This 
gives the poles that form a construct. 
After repeating the procedure for all six triads, an interval of 15-20 m inutes fol- 
lowed where the subject could leave the room for some rest before the rating process. 
The elicitation process lasted approximately from 45 to 90 m inutes, depending on the 
time the subject required. 
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Half the number of the subjects in each group described in sect. 2.1.1 were given 
an additional instruction only to listen for differences in “the three-dimensional nature 
of the sound sources and their environment”. 
2.3 RATING PROCESS 
The versions chosen for this process were 7 out of the 18 (3 x 6) used in the elici- 
tation process and they were the 4- or 5-channel version reproductions and one non- 
4/5 version. Two of the elements occurred twice, with the purpose of indicating 
subject reliability. This gives a total of 9 elements (or stimuli). Two rating sequences 
were used, fig 4. Ten subjects out of the 16 completed sequence 1 and the other six 
subjects completed sequence 2. 
A rating form, comprising the elicited constructs with their poles, was presented 
to the subject. The subject was first asked to check the form for consistency with the 
subject’s vocabulary, then instructed, for each stimulus presented, to rate all 
constructs on a five-point integer scale. The subject was given the opportunity to 
listen to each stimulus as many times as desired, in order to make it possible to assess 
all of the constructs on the form. The rating process took approximately 30 to 45 
m inutes, depending on how many constructs there were to rate. 
2.4 VERBAL PROTOCOL ANALYSIS 
When dealing with verbal descriptors for different properties or variables in 
combination with free verbalisation methods, classification of the descriptors into 
different groups is sometimes needed. This depends on the task at hand. A 
classification needs an algorithm or a description for the way in which the verbal 
units should be handled. 
In the previous papers concerning this experiment, preference attributes as well as 
references to natural experiences came out of the analysis. In order to control the 
influence of such attributes, a method for identifying them is needed. A method, used 
by Samoylenko et al, to analyse verbalisations produced by subjects comparing 
musical timbres is described in [9], Verbal Protocol Analysis (VPA). This method 
uses three levels of analysis, where each verbalisation is considered from its logical 
sense, stimulus-relatedness and semantic aspects. In their experiment three experts 
perform the classification. 
In the previous analysis of our experiment the attribute “naturalness” appeared in 
all of the subjects’ verbalisations. To get beyond the descriptor “naturalness” in order 
to investigate if there were some attributes more precise than that and also to find 
attributes not discovered in the previous analysis, elements from the VPA were used. 
Figure 5. Each verbal descriptor, comprising a bipolar construct, was subject to 
analysis according to “level 3, features” in the VPA in which the verbal descriptor 
was categorised as either a descriptive feature (dfe) or an attitudinal feature (afe). The 
descriptive features are then divided into unimodal (umd), only referring to the 
auditory modality or polymodal (pmd), referring to other sensory modalities. The 
attitudinal features split into emotional-evaluative attitudes (emv) and artificiality or 
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naturalness (ntl). This lim ited part of the VPA makes it possible to separate de- 
scriptive phrases from attitudinal ones. Since the constructs are bi-polar, the 
possibility for one pole to be classified as dfe and the other pole as afe exists. In such 
cases the construct always was classified as dfe. 
2.5 CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
The purpose of using cluster analysis is to group variables with similar features 
together, thus accomplishing a reduction of the original data which enables discovery 
of otherwise hidden structures in the data. Cluster analysis [lo] is used in many fields 
of science: life sciences, behavioural sciences, earth sciences, medicine, engineering 
sciences, etc. [ 111. 
When applying cluster analysis to a data set, decisions have to be made regarding 
hierarchical/non-hierarchical method, divisive/agglomerative method and distance 
metrics. For the cluster analysis of the experimental data a hierarchical, agglomerative 
method with city block metrics, recommended by Shaw [ 121 is used. The result of a 
cluster analysis is often presented as a dendrogram, where similar variables are joined 
by branches. The further from the baseline the joint is, the greater dissimilarity 
between the variables, or: the more similar the variables (on the x-axis) are, the 
smaller the distance (on the y-axis) between them, Fig 6. 
Numerically the number of groups, may be assessed on the agglomeration 
schedule, by counting up from the bottom to where a significant break in slope 
(numbers) occurs. This is similar to a visual interpretation of a skree plot [ 131 and this 
method was applied on the data. However, the literature stresses that cluster analysis 
is more or less an iterative process, where the analyst’s conception of the process 
which generated the data is important [ 111. 
The experimental data contained nine grades, one per stimulus, on a 1 to 5 integer 
scale for each variable (bi-polar construct). Two of the nine stimulus was repetitions. 
For those two a mean value of the stimulus’ first grade and its repetition’s grade was 
calculated, finally giving each variable a content of seven grades. The cluster analysis 
was performed on the variables classified as descriptive features (dfe) by the verbal 
protocol analysis. Since there were two rating sequences with different stimuli 
content, two cluster analysis were made. 
Each of the two clusters were analysed independently: firstly, the appropriate 
number of groups was determined by use of the agglomeration schedule; secondly, 
the groups were examined for their verbal content and thirdly, a summary of the 
content in each group, expressed as a verbal label, was made. 
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3. Results 
3.1 NUMBER OF CONSTRUCTS 
The total number of constructs elicited from the subjects was 342, which gives a 
mean value of 21 constructs per subject. The m inimum number of constructs elicited 
by one subject was 9 and the maximum number was 30. 
3.2 VERBAL PROTOCOL ANALYSIS 
In the VPA the 342 constructs were divided into groups as described in the method 
section. The distribution of constructs is seen in fig 7. Two thirds of the elicited 
constructs were categorised as being descriptive and the rest attitudinal. O f the 
attitudinal attributes 58% (or 19% of the total) were references to natural/artificial 
attitudes. Naturalness came out as an attribute in the previous analysis as well [7]. 
The subjects showed a large variation in their use of descriptive or attitudinal 
constructs: the subject with maximum dfe/afe, 85%/15%; the subject with m inimum 
dfe/afe, 33%/67%. This could be interpreted as an indication of the varying skills 
among the subjects in describing the features of a sound stimulus. 
3.3 CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
At first, the data from two rating sequences were analysed independently. 
3.3.1 Number of Groups 
Analysing the agglomeration plots for the two cases (Fig 8 and 9) resulted in two 
distinguishable levels for both cases. Fig 10. Each point in the agglomeration plot 
shows the distance between two variables joined at a certain stage, from the first stage 
with the most similar variables up to the last one with the least similar variables. 
The higher number of groups was used to achieve better discrimination between 
the groups in the cluster. An example of groups generated after the cluster analysis for 
rating sequence 2 is shown in fig 11. In the same way a dendrogram for rating 
sequence 1 is generated. 
3.3.2 Attributes extracted from groups 
In rating sequence 1, which comprised 5-channel reproductions except for one 
stimulus, the phase reversed 2-channel reproduction of pop music, the following 
attributes could be observed, fig 12. Examples of constructs leading to these 
extractions are in Appendix A. 
Rating sequence 2 had the same content as sequence 1 apart from the phase 
reversed 2-channel reproduction of pop music, which was replaced by the 2-channel 
phantom mono symphony orchestra. The attributes observed are in fig 13. Constructs 
examples are in Appendix B. 
Looking at the extracted attributes, some of the anticipated ones appear in several 
groups. One of the predominant attributes is Zocalisation. The subjects gave many 
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expressions for the ability to pinpoint directions, both lateral (left-right) and front- 
back. Since both front and rear speakers were used, this is expected. Depth/distance 
was described as a perceived distance to the sound source, or a depth localisation. To 
be surrounded by sound or to be within the sound source were two indicators of 
envelopment. Some of the attributes seem inter-related, for instance externalisation 
and distance. A sound perceived to have no externalisation (sounds located within the 
head) is by definition at zero distance from the listener, and when externalisation 
occurs, there is also a perceived distance to the source. Different aspects of width 
were mentioned by the subjects, both general remarks on the width of the overall 
sound (cluster 2, group 6) and specific references to the source’s width (clusterl, 
group 9.1 and cluster 2, group 2.4). Another feature of the source was its extension in 
the depth, away from the listener, which was identified as perception of the source’s 
shape, the source depth. The attribute room perception denotes the subjects’ 
experience of room size, reverberation, or just the ability to perceive the ‘feeling of a 
room’. A few constructs contained detection of background sounds. References to 
phase and the frequency spectrum were also made. It is indicated by Griesinger [ 141 
that changes in inter-channel phase affects externalisation, and by Zacharov and 
Huopaniemi [ 151 that the experiences of timbral and spatial variations are linked. 
3.3.5 Summary of the results 
The attributes extracted from both clusters are: 
l localisation, left - right and front - back 
l depth/distance 
l envelopment 
l width 
0 room perception 
0 externalisation 
l phase 
l source width 
l source depth 
l detection of background noise 
l frequency spectrum 
4. D iscussion 
4.1 COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS 
Eleven attributes came out of the analysis of the experiment. Some of them showed in 
the previous analyses. The use of 5-channel reproductions of recordings made in 
acoustical spaces seem to excite a number of sensations. 
Aspects of naturalness did come up strongly in the previous analyses of this 
experiment, and this was also verified by the lim ited Verbal Protocol Analysis 
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performed above. Subjects make a distinction between a recorded room reproduced 
through a sound system and the experience of being in the same room as the 
(recorded) sound source. This is expressed as “presence”, “feeling of a real room”, 
“the sound source is in the room”, etc. The other attributes are supporting the natural 
feeling through localisation of sound sources that have width and depth and are at 
certain distances from the listener in a room that envelops the listener. 
4.2 COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIMENT 
The results show no consistent division of the attributes into solid groups. Several 
attributes are found in more than one group. This could be explained by a number of 
reasons: different subjects use different terminology for the same attributes; different 
subjects use the same terminology for different attributes; some subjects do not 
perceive some attributes; the stimuli are too complex and excite many dimensions 
simultaneously; and of course, the inevitably biased interpretation by the observer. 
Some of the former issues are addressed by Shaw and Gaines. [ 161 The authors 
believe that more consistent responses could be recorded with less complex sound sti- 
muli. However, since the main purpose of systems for sound reproduction is to 
reproduce complex sources, as music, drama, environment etc., it is important that 
experiments aimed at investigating the perception generated by such systems contains 
these complex sources as stimuli, even if they complicate the experiment. 
There is always a problem of bias involved when extracting single attributes from 
a group of constructs or verbalisations in a cluster. When the cluster algorithm has 
grouped the variables, in this case the bi-polar constructs, an interpretation of their 
meaning has to be done by someone. In this case the interpretation is made by the 
authors, who believe that their insight in the elicitation process, the actual 
interviewing and discussion with the subjects, affects the interpretation of the 
subjects’ responses. An interpretation made by someone on the basis of the written 
information (as in the appendices) only, and without contact with the subjects, m ight 
have resulted in an alternative interpretation. To decrease observer bias in such an 
extraction process, the number of observers could be increased. The relatively free, 
and thereby low-bias, approach at the elicitation stage in this experiment results in 
more dispersed verbalisations at the stage of analysis. An advantage with this is the 
availability of relatively unbiased original data, for the event that other methods of 
analysis will be used later on. 
The experiment shows that useful information about experiences within a group 
of subjects can be collected and processed to give meaningful results. The experiment 
has now been analysed with a different approach compared to previous analyses and 
has also produced more information about the perceived attributes of spatial sound 
reproduction. The authors still consider the ideas behind this experiment as a valid 
starting point for designing new experiments aimed to investigate the aspects of 
spatial sound reproduction. 
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4.3 FUTURE WORK 
Ideas for improving this method are described in the previous papers by the authors. 
In addition to those suggestions, a larger number of data is desirable when using 
multivariate methods. The data set of this experiment contains many variables, but 
relatively few observations on each variable. More observations will increase the 
experiments’ reliability. This could be achieved by a more stringent elicitation 
technique in combination with an increased number of stimuli. From the comments in 
the foregoing paragraph, it is evident that a number of issues have to be addressed 
before going further. 
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Fig 3. Reproducing techniques used in the experiment 
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Item Rating sequence 1 Rating sequence 2 
Fig 4. Rating sequences 
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Fig 5. The ‘tfeature ” part of the Verbal Protocol Analysis 
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Fig 6. The resulting dendrogram after the cluster analysis 
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features number %  dfelafe number %  
descriptive (dfe) 228 67 unimodal (umd) 227 66,4 
polymodal (pmd) 1 0,3 
attitudinal (afe) 114 33 emotional (emv) 48 14,0 
naturalness (ntl) 66 19,3 
Fig 7. Distribution of constructs 
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Fig 8. Agglomeration plot for rating sequence 1 
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9. Agglomeration plot for rating sequence 2 
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Fig 10. Number of groups generated by the agglomeration plot 
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Fig II. The dendrogram generated by data from rating sequence 2. Six groups at 
the higher distance level and 14 groups at the lower distance level is seen 
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localisation 
source depth 
4 room perception 
5.1 width externalisation 
5.2 localisation 
6 1 width 
7 room perception distance/depth 
6 detection of background sounds 
9.1 source depth frequency spectrum 
source width localisation 
9.2 localisation width 
Fig 12 Attributes extractedfrom rating sequence I (Cluster I) 
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Group 
1.1 
1.2 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
3 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
6 
Attribute(s) 
localisation 
localisation depth/distance 
depth/distance envelopment 
width 
depth/distance 
phase depth/distance 
source width depth/distance 
envelopment width 
room perception 
room perception 
localisation (front-back) 
room perception envelopment 
phase depth/distance 
depth/distance 
envelopment localisation 
Fig 13. Attributes extractedfrom rating sequence 2 (Cluster 2) 
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Appendix A 
ANALYSIS OF GROUPS IN RATING SEQUENCE 1 
Tables show group number, extracted attributes, total number of constructs within the group 
and examples of bi-polar constructs used by the subjects. 
1. externalisation 
distance/depth 
inside head 
no depth 
room comes from three directions 
mono 
certain instruments are closer 
undefined source 
6 constructs 
in front of head 
more depth 
presence in the room 
spacious 
distance 
defined source 
2. phase 
externalisation 
envelopment 
localisation 
phase error 
inside head 
dispersion 
exists in the whole room 
undefined 
three-dimensional 
floating front 
surrounded by sound 
can not determine direction 
18 constructs 
single 
from outside 
directed 
exists in the rear part of the room 
comes from a central point 
two-dimensional 
defined front 
sound from front 
easy defined direction 
3.1 localisation 
envelopment 
source depth 
12 constructs 
sounds from a point 
sounds from a direction 
don’t expect reflections from the wall 
sound source’s direction easy to define 
room in one dimension 
flat sound source 
sound is outside the loudspeakers 
3.2 localisation 
sound from one direction 
soloist more equal to the camp 
sounds bigger 
from the whole room 
sound reflects from the wall 
sound is everywhere 
room in three dimensions 
arched sound source 
sound is between the loudspeakers 
4 constructs 
sound from many directions 
soloist more in forefront 
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4. room perception 9 constructs 
more sound from behind more sound from front 
hard to separate instruments hear several instruments 
sound remains in the orchestra sound reaches out 
acoustics doesn’t support the sound source room constructed for supporting the sound 
source 
small room large room 
5.1 width 
externalisation 
no width 
mono 
narrow room 
extreme/exaggerated reverberation 
phase error 
in centre of head 
5.2 localisation 
loudspeakers exist 
spreads in different directions 
noise behind me 
6.1 width 
larger 
comes out of from the speaker 
clear 
open 
width 
phase accuracy 
reverberation from the room 
12 constructs 
width 
stereo 
wide room 
normal reverberation 
in phase 
from outside/front 
3 constructs 
loudspeakers doesn’t exist 
compact 
no noise 
16 constructs 
smaller 
remains in the speaker 
canned 
confined 
point 
phase error 
dryer/sound source in my face 
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8.1 detection of background sounds 
background sound not emphasised 
2 constructs 
1 background sound is like a small ball in front 
lofme 
background sound not distinct 1 background sound has reverberation 
9.1 source depth 16 constructs 
frequency spectrum 
source width 
iocalisation 
sound source is V-shaped sound source sits closer to the listener 
room is behind the sound source sound source is the boundary of the room 
shallower bass contains deep bass 
narrow frequency response full frequency response 
large sound source small sound source 
easier to pinpoint the instruments’ directions comes from the centre 
arched sound source point-shaped sound source 
9.2 localisation 
width 
13 constructs 
has direction/comes out of the speaker sitting on the premises where the sound 
source is 
narrow stereo image 
hard to determine sound source’s direction 
clearly definable direction 
room is more audible in upper registers 
sound comes from front 
wide stereo image 
easy to determine sound source’s direction 
less definable direction 
no difference in lower registers 
sound comes from back 
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Appendix B 
ANALYSIS OF GROUPS IN RATING SEQUENCE 2 
Tables show group number, extracted attributes, total number of constructs within the group 
and examples of bi-polar constructs used by the subjects. 
I 1 .I localisation 
everything is in front of me 
stereo balance (level) 
loudspeaker stereo 
3 constructs 
everything is behind me 
louder sound from one direction/feels panned 
wide stereo 
1.2 localisation 
deDth/distance 
5 constructs 
1 has direction 1 has no direction 
sound comes from front 
frontal depth 
closeness 
sound comes from all directions 
rear depth 
with depth 
2.1 depth/distance 
width 
envelopment 
depth 
wide 
wide 
wider 
hard to pinpoint 
sound surrounds me 
9 constructs 
3D-depth 
pinpoint 
mono 
narrower 
easy to pinpoint 
sound is distant 
2.2 depth/distance 
I’m in a room with good acoustics 
sound is bigger than natural 
2.3 phase 
depth/distance 
3 constructs 
I’m standing outside a bathroom and listen 
sound is isolated and away from me 
3 constructs 
no phase error 
sound source in the same room 
phase error 
sound source in another room in front of me 
2.4 source width 
depth/distance 
3 constructs 
normal size of sound source 
normal background sound 
normal distance to the listener 
over-wide sound source 
annoying background sound 
close 
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3. envelopment 
width 
19 constructs 
I room feels biaaer I room feels smaller 
1 wide I narrow 
I not shut-uo I closet feelina 
1 3D-feelina I mono I 
I within the event 
I outside the speaker 
I bigger sphere 
I outside the event 
I within the actual soeaker 
I sound comes from one direction 
14.1 room perception 
I the room is easy to hear 
I distinct room 
I too much room for the sound source 
5 constructs 
I the room is hard to oerceive 
I room hard to define 
1 too small room for the sound source 
14.2 room Derceotion 
less atmosphere sound 
perceives no room 
no distinct direction 
3 constructs 
more atmosphere sound 
perceives room 
distinct direction 
4.3 localisation (front - back) 
stands in the centre of the event 
sound source is behind me 
the room is surrounding me 
sound from behind 
6 constructs 
the event is in front of me 
sound source is in front of me 
the room is in front of me 
sound from front 
5.1 room perception 
envelopment 
10 constructs 
artificial width 
hard to perceive room size 
sound comes from front and from rear 
sound comes straight from the front 
thinking more about the room 
notice the room 
the room gets a location of its own 
normal stereo 
easy to perceive room size 
sound comes from all directions 
more space/sphere 
thinking less about the room 
notice the sound source 
standing in the centre of the room 
5.2 phase 8 constructs 
depth/distance 
phase error 
syrupy sideways 
sound source drawn out 
sound source feels closer 
sound comes around me and is somewhat 
distant 
no closeness 
exactly defined at a point 
exactly defined at a point 
sound source could be positioned 
sound source at a regular distance 
sound comes around me and is closer 
closer 
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5.3 depth/distance 
not so wide register from bass to treble 
far from sound source 
6. envelopment 
localisation 
narrow 
two-dimensional imaae 
home stereo system 
mono 
all sounds move in one direction 
2 constructs 
wide register 
close to the sound source 
9 constructs 
) total 
1 three-dimensional imaae 
surround sound 
stereo/wide 
different sounds come from different 
directions 
sitting in a beam sitting in the centre of the sound source 
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